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Interweave’s Best-selling Knitting Book (Over 200,000 Copies Sold) is Now Better than Ever!

THE KNITTER’S COMPANION
EXPANDED AND UPDATED
Vicki Square
Loveland, CO: Everyone’s favorite knitting guide just got a facelift! THE KNITTER’S
COMPANION: EXPANDED AND UPDATED features all the original best-loved, most-used
techniques from The Knitter’s Companion—that handy reference guide chock-full of must-know knitting
know-how—but with a bevy of new features that any knitter will surely find indispensable.
When we say knitters will cherish all the knitting know-how in one book, we’re not kidding. And
now there’s even more! Knitters will find the overview of stitches, gauges, joins, seams, borders, and
buttonholes all freshened up with new color drawings that describe the detail of each technique, along
with new photographs that show the finished look. Innovative methods have been added, too, including
additional ways to cast on, bind off, and increase stitches. Also included is an expanded section on color
knitting, CYCA yarn requirements, eyelash yarn specifications, as well as some favorite details such as
tassels, fringe, knitting with beads, and more. Readers will also garner helpful knitting tips sprinkled
throughout the book to help achieve the best results possible.
With the help of THE KNITTER’S COMPANION: EXPANDED AND UPDATED, knitters will learn to
be the best knitter they can be. This standard reference is for all knitters, whether they are in the learning
stages of knitting or are advanced knitters requiring a quick, easy reference for all their knitting questions.
The physical format of THE KNITTER’S COMPANION: EXPANDED AND UPDATED has been
enhanced with a hardbound format with concealed wire-o, which lays flat for easy access to information,
and the must-have needle sizer and stitch gauge guide is still featured in the back. The handy guide is the
easiest book to carry in a knitting bag on excursions or for handy storage with a stash at home.
All the information knitter’s enjoy is right at their fingertips with THE KNITTER’S COMPANION:
EXPANDED AND UPDATED—and indispensable addition to any knitter’s bag of tricks.
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About the Author: Vicki Square is the author of Folk Bags, Folk Hats, and the best-selling The Knitter’s
Companion, with more than 200,000 copies sold. She has appeared numerous times on the Do-It-Yourself
Network’s hip knitting show, Knitty Gritty, as well as on local television in Denver. Her designs have
been both self-published and featured in Spin-Off and Fashion Knitting magazines. She won the 1990
National Knitting Contest sponsored by Fashion Knitting and has shown her pieces in juried art shows in
Colorado, Oregon, and Illinois. Vicki has taught knitting for more than 10 years, as well as painting and
drawing at Colorado State University. She lives in Fort Collins, Colorado.
About Interweave Press: In business since 1975, Interweave Press publishes magazines and books
related to fiber, thread, needlework, and beads. Throughout Interweave’s evolution, its publications have
focused on natural materials and processes, a respect for doing, and an appreciation of the fine, simple
things in life. Interweave publishes six magazines including Beadwork, Handwoven, Interweave Knits,
PieceWork, Spin-Off, and Fiberarts. Interweave is dedicated to creating a resource for its readers to find
the best information in the field of interest, the latest news, the best products, the newest techniques, and
the history behind the techniques.
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